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There is a special place that awaits you. 
It stands within the walls of your home, 
but its embrace knows no boundaries. 
It has no voice, but it could tell a lot about you. 
Come in. 
Let everyday life slip away. 
Begin a new dialogue with the shapes, 
the colours and the feelings inspired 
by a style that is your own, and through 
your thoughts, has become ours. 
Turn every day into a small tribute to your own desires.

teuco is like you
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1972. Teuco is established 
and a new bathroom concept takes shape.

Untiring creativity, a propensity for new ideas,  

painstaking design, ergonomic appeal and choice materials: 

these are the inspiring principles of Teuco.

A brand that has continuously anticipated 

trends and techniques, a story of innovation 

filled with a host of major international acknowledgements.

Teuco's many patents make whirlpool history and, 

in just a few years, the brand becomes  

one of the world leaders of well-being.

history
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A few years later, the functionality  

and comfort of showers and bathtubs 

are significantly enhanced thanks 

to the introduction of electronics. 

The first Turkish bath 

in an enclosure is launched. 

80nineteen

The year the Hydrosonic® was patented. 

No-one else had until then teamed 

whirlpool baths with the benefits  

of high frequency sound waves. 

95nineteen

Teuco gains in popularity when the MoMa exhibits 

the Doccia Tonda (round shower) made of coloured methacrylate, 

Teuco's most representative symbol of Italian style  

applied to design and technology.

nineteen74
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Rotator by Ron Arad is exhibited 

at the MAK Museum in Vienna.

09two thousand and

10
Following the success  

of the bathroom collection 

designed by J.M. Wilmotte, 

Teuco decides to focus 

on the total designer look. 

This project entails  

the expansion of the range 

over the next few years: 

including the conception of the Kinea, 

Nauha, Paper and Outline collections. 

And the success continues.

two thousand and

12
Teuco perfects one of the intuitions 

conceived concurrently with the brand. 

The InsideOut modular furniture range, 

designed by Carlo Colombo, 

is a comprehensive and customisable 

bathroom furniture solution, 

thanks to its modularity and to 

the broad range of colours available.

two thousand and

01two thousand and

Teuco, a pioneer once more,  

launches Evolution, 

the all-glass shower. 

When the patent for Hydrosilence® -

the first and only truly  silent whirlpool - 

was registered, many well-being 

enthusiasts welcomed this new idea 

of a whirlpool where the only sound 

is that of flowing water.

06two thousand and
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® ®®

Nothing changes more than water, nothing is more indefinable than desire.

Teuco knows that the needs of those who love to pamper themselves and recharge their 

batteries in water are ever-changing. 

 

That is why it has learned to mould shapes and technologies to turn every bathroom into  

a unique, highly personal space.

 

Its aptitude for research  has led Teuco to devise an extraordinary material such as Duralight®, 

a generous service like Unlimited, the three patented systems, Hydroline, Hydrosilence®, 

Hydrosonic® and the first Turkish bath in an enclosure. 
 

So Teuco does not merely stand for beauty and design, but most of all for flexibility, innovation 

and safety. To cater to the needs of those who want the most from water.

intuitions
An elusive material,  
a constantly evolving thought.
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DurAbIlITy

HIgHly rEsIsTAnT

EAsy TO clEAn 

AnD KEEp HygIEnIc

The original formula for Duralight® guarantees the colour will not change over time, its heat 

resistance, resistance to UV rays and to shocks.

Scratches, abrasions, wear and stresses which are typical in everyday bathroom use have an 

almost negligible effect on Duralight®. Use detergent and abrasive sponges to make it even 

more durable.

It is a non-porous material and cannot be attacked by mildew and bacteria, which minimises 

dirt and limescale deposits.

It is stain-resistant and resistant to the majority of acids. For routine cleaning, simply use water, 

a soft cloth and regular detergents, especially cream detergents.

 

Duralight® - an acrylic-based composite material - patented, produced and processed entirely 

by Teuco, combines superior performance with luxurious styling appeal.

Contact with Duralight® affords unexpected sensations, owing to its "warmth", like natural stone, 

conveyed by the smooth, continuous surfaces.

A material devised to accommodate the desire to turn the bathroom into a highly personalised 

setting and to create products that blend in seamlessly with any décor.

Duralight®

Revolutionising the world 
of Solid Surface Materials.

Duralight® is an exclusive Teuco patent.® 
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Teuco dedicates this service to anyone in search of an unlimited range of bespoke solutions.

Thanks to the extreme pliability of Duralight® and the exclusive processing capacity 

of the material, Teuco can create unique settings.

Unlimited makes it possible to invent precision-engineered bespoke products, including out of 

square. But that's not all. It means creating without restrictions on form and function, stepping 

away from the logic of mere utility and stepping into the sphere of desire.

Bespoke solutions.

unlIMITED bEspOKE

sOluTIOns

Unlimited is a service provided by Teuco.



®
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Teuco invented the invisible whirlpool. Hydroline is the first patented system where the classic 

nozzles have been replaced by minimalist slits which ensure the continuity of the material. An 

elegant styling idea which retains all the efficiency of the best whirlpool on the market.

These ultra-thin slits, which feature the signature trait of giovanna Talocci, offer a cutting-edge 

Cromoexperience system, since they are backlit by beams of light which can be adjusted in 

eight different colours. 

Available in the exclusive bathtubs from the paper and Outline collections. The combination of 

the brand's technology and the beguiling style of Giovanna Talocci has given rise to Paper: the 

first bathtub fitted with Hydroline. Carlo Colombo, meanwhile, is responsible for the irregular 

charm of Outline: his rectangular bathtub offers new sensations thanks to the elegance of the 

invisible whirlpool.

Technology concealed within beauty.

TEucO WOrlD  

EXclusIVE

Hydroline is a world-exclusive Teuco patent.



®
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In other words just a little more than rustling leaves, a whisper, a light breeze. 

With Hydrosilence®, the only sound the whirlpool makes is that of flowing water

(test performed in compliance with DIN 4109).

 

Hydrosilence® eliminates all artificial noise at source: the sound emissions in 

the tub are reduced by 70% compared to regular whirlpool systems.

 

The tub makes no noise and does not vibrate, for comfort without compromise, not just for 

you, but also for those around you: no nuisance in the evening or at night. 

 

Thanks to the “myhydro” function, the intensity can be changed by adjusting the quantity of 

water in the jet, and the quantity of air in proportion. The perfect balance of water and air, for a 

more effective result. 

Well-being is expressed in silence.

25 dbA

70% lEss

 nOIsE

ADjusTAblE 

InTEnsITy

Hydrosilence® is an exclusive Teuco patent.® 
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®

A cOMpAcT spA

pOsITIVE EFFEcTs

With its 4 massage programmes, Hydrosonic® can meet your every need, at any time:  beauty, 

after sport, tone up and anti-stress. 

Indulging regularly in 20 minutes of Hydrosonic® improves cellular metabolism, encourages 

lymphatic drainage (to reduce the unsightly appearance of cellulite), helps muscles recover 

after exercise and reduces stress and joint pain.

 

Hydrosonic®: more than a normal whirlpool, a genuine spa to enjoy any time you want to. 

Thanks to the effect of ultrasound teamed with the whirlpool, Hydrosonic® makes the massage 

penetrate beneath the skin, affecting your whole body. A deep and intense treatment, for total 

well-being. 

Hydrosonic® reaches far beyond traditional whirlpools because its ultrasound waves can even 

stimulate individual body cells. 

The result is an even massage over your whole body, intense and deep, up to 2/3 cm below 

the epidermis.

True beauty is never only skin deep.

THE Only WHIrlpOOl  

In THE WOrlD 

WITH ulTrAsOunD

Hydrosonic® is an exclusive Teuco patent.® 
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pOWEr AnD TEMpErATurE

An EnjOyAblE, rElAXIng 

AnD bEnEFIcIAl rITuAl 

crOMOEXpErIEncE

The research performed by Teuco has led to three different systems designed to suit all shower 

enclosure dimensions. The power rating of between 2.5 and 5 kW makes it possible to ensure an 

optimal temperature (of between 45 and 50 °C) at all times and a large quantity of steam (100%). 

And much more. Teuco also offers Pasha, a steam room which can be configured in any size, 

thanks to the possibility of managing power ratings of up to 36 kW. Pasha allows you to have a 

genuine spa in your own home. Thanks to the air recirculation system, a fan extracts the warm 

air and releases it continuously in a downwards direction: this ensures that the temperature 

remains uniform throughout the entire treatment.

Teuco Turkish baths not only afford moments of relaxation, but also beneficial effects for the 

appearance of your skin and the health of your respiratory tract. 
Aromas and essential oils can be added to the steam, thus stimulating your sense of smell too.

A lighting system is also available, which teams the steam or water massages with an experience 

that regenerates body and mind.   

The first ever company to bring steam into a shower enclosure thanks to electronics, Teuco's  

know-how is constantly being honed. Teuco creates and patents exclusive solutions which observe 

the principles of heat therapy, of the Turkish bath and in a logic that focuses on saving energy.

the Turkish bath
A great idea by Teuco, for thirty years.

Creating an enclosure with a Turkish Bath 
ranks Teuco as world leader.
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Teuco inaugurates a brand new  

comprehensive range by imagining 

the “total look” of your bathroom. 

A matching suite designed 

by the same hand, devised to blend 

in with any décor thanks to the flexibility 

of the solutions available. 

Doing away with individual bathroom 

fixtures and focusing on a strong styling 

identity that steps away from 

mere functionality to satisfy  

all the senses.

Hence the development of significant 

collections: Nauha by angeletti-ruzza, 

Kinea by M. Iosa Ghini, 

Wilmotte by J.M. Wilmotte, 

Outline by Carlo Colombo 

and Paper designed by Giovanna Talocci.

Above and beyond design lies the 

absolute value of the materials used. 

The ceramic used for the wash basins 

and sanitary fixtures attains the highest 

European quality standards 

and is made entirely in Italy, 

like all Teuco products.

When an idea 
gives rise to a room.

collections



nauha
angeletti-ruzza  DESIGN
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COLLECTIONS
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Nauha, meaning “ribbon” in Finnish, expresses all the harmony and balance of shapes 

focusing on well-being with its romantic charm. This central theme brings a lightness 

of touch that runs through the entire collection. The acrylic bathtub enhances the beauty 

and quality of the material. 

170x75 cm

THE sOFT bOunDAry

bETWEEn MATErIAl 

AnD EMOTIOns.
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The proportions of the sanitary fixtures, 

in the wall-mounted version, 

recall the collection's strong personality

(conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN 14528).

Toilet: 57x36x30 cm

Bidet: 56x37x26 cm

The wash basins, available in the sit-on 

or wall-mounted versions, have an unmistakable 

silhouette which matches the other 

items in the collection perfectly 

(conforming to UNI EN 14688).

60 and 80 cm

wash 
basins

sanitary 
fixtures



IOSA GHINI DESIGN

kinea

32 | 33

COLLECTIONS
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kinea

Hinged shower screen 

The partition that unites.

A glass screen that teams 

the functionality of a shower  

with the magical comfort of a bathtub.

170x70 cm / 170x75 cm / 180x80 cm

COLLECTIONS

Kinea charms and disarms with its ethereal shapes 

and silhouettes inspired by the movements of nature. 

The design appears to have been shaped by water, creating smooth, sinuous surfaces. 

The result is a soft and harmonious styling, affording unexpected sensuality.  

170x70 cm / 170x75 cm / 180x80 cm

THE sEnsuAl bEAuTy

OF nATurE.
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Soft curves, outlines as if defined by flowing water. 

Made of ceramic, they are available in the wall-mounted version

(conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN 14528).

Toilet: 53x35.5x35 cm

Bidet: 53x35.5x35.5 cm

COLLECTIONS

A flowing design that tells  

of the peace and quiet of a liquid embrace. 

Made of ceramic, they are available 

in both the sit-on and wall-mounted version

(conforming to UNI EN 14688).

60x47.5 cm / 80x47.5 cm

sanitary 
fixtures

wash 
basins

sanitary 
fixtures



J.M. WILMOTTE DESIGN

wilmotte
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COLLECTIONS
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cHOOsIng  

pErFEcT HArMOny.

Bathtubs and shower trays, wash basins and sanitary fixtures, affording endless  

configuration versions and equipment possibilities, from the simplest to the most refined; 

a project where each individual design shares an elegant chromed plaque,  

the distinguishing trait of this collection. 

In the photo, Wilmotte bathtub with limed oak wood panels and glass top.

160x70 cm / 170x70 cm / 170x75 cm / 180x80 cm / 190x90 cm
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wash 
basins

sanitary 
fixtures

Clean-cut lines and simple geometries define the look 

of this stylishly modern collection. 

Available in both the sit-on and wall-mounted version

(conforming to UNI EN 14688).

60x47 cm / 80x47 cm / 100x47 cm

A design that will stand the test of time, remaining modern and trendy.  

Available in both the back-to-wall and wall-mounted version

(conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN 14528).

Back-to-wall Toilet and Bidet: 55x36x42 cm

Wall-mounted Toilet and Bidet: 55x36x30 cm
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Made of acrylic, with rigorously geometric 

shapes, Wilmotte shower trays  

encapsulate all the values which Teuco 

holds dear, in terms of reliability 

and durability. They can be installed 

either flush with the floor or above it. 

They are also available with the speedOut 

drain, which guarantees high flow rates.

80x80cm / 90x90 cm / 90x70 cm

100x70 cm / 100x80 cm / 120x70 cm

120x80 cm / 120x90 cm /  140x70 cm

140x80 cm / 140x90 cm / 160x70 cm

160x80 cm / 160x90 cm

COLLECTIONS

shower trays



outline
CARLO COLOMBO DESIGN
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COLLECTIONS
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unlim
ite

d

COLLECTIONS

THE cHArM

OF IrrEgulArITy.

The Outline collection renovates the bathroom with a design devised to 

enhance the beauty of irregularity of the material with its asymmetrical edges. 

The rectangular bathtub, which is made entirely of Duralight®, 

affords brand new sensations thanks to Hydroline, the first ever invisible whirlpool. 

Its minimalist and elegant backlit slits also afford a relaxing coloured effect.

from 178x79 to 200x80 cm
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The wall-mounted sanitary fixtures, with their light and dynamic equilibriums, 

feature all the charm of Outline's design.

They are available in both the glossy and matt versions for a matt finish 

that matches all the other Duralight® fixtures in the collection.

Toilet 53x39x33 cm

Bidet 53x39x29 cm

wash 
basins

sanitary 
fixtures

The wash basins feature pure and harmonious shapes, 

which blend in perfectly with a collection designed 

to renovate the styling of any bathroom. 

Available in both the flush-fit and the sit-on version. 

In the photo: flush-fit wash basin.

892x470 / 892x530 / 742x470 / 742x530 cm

unlim
ite

d
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shower trays

In the photo on the left 

Outline shower tray with Skidoo totem.

The shower tray features a brand 

new design, an original solution 

to cover the drain and the exclusive 

finished floor installation technology.

The Unlimited service affords 

an unlimited range of precision-engineered 

bespoke solutions.

from 100x70 to 200x100 cm

COLLECTIONS

unlim
ite

d



paper
unlim

ite
dGIOVANNA TALOCCI DESIGN
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COLLECTIONS
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unlim
ite

d

COLLECTIONS

WHErE ElEgAncE

MEETs WEll-bEIng.

Those who appreciate clean-cut, elemental outlines will fall in love with Paper, 

the collection made entirely of Duralight® designed to accommodate all your furnishing requirements. 

The entire collection benefits from the exclusive Unlimited service, for precision-engineered 

bespoke solutions. The bathtubs are available in a large number of configurations: 

flush-fit, undermount, built-in or with 1 to 4 panels.

In the photo: Paper bathtub with Hydroline, the first ever invisible whirlpool.

from 168x64 cm to 210x110 cm
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unlim
ite

d

gIOVAnnA TAlOccI DEsIgn

Wash basins that frame the water with style. 

Available in both the sit-on and semi-inset 

versions on a Duralight® or wooden top.

In the photo: sit-on wash basins on Duralight® top.

60x45 / 80x45 cm

Vanity tops from 80 to 220 cm

COLLECTIONS

The collection now also features a shower tray: 

another attractive product which matches the rest 

of the collection perfectly and offers the exclusive  

finished floor installation technology.

from 85x70 to 200x100 cm

shower 
trays

wash 
basin

unlim
ite

d
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The InsideOut collection  

immediately fits in with the taste  

of those who choose it. 

The lacquered wood furniture system 

perfectly matches the top 

and frame in Duralight®. 

The colours, which can be customised 

with a Ral/Pantone reference 

and the different sizes available 

are the ideal features of a solution 

that accommodates all 

your furnishing requirements.

Your creativity 
finds room.

storage units
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The mirrors are available in two versions: plain or with a surrounding frame in Duralight® featuring 

LED lighting. Available in several sizes to accommodate all your furnishing requirements.

STORAGE UNITS

ElEgAncE AnD prAcTIcAlITy 

In EVEry DETAIl.

The Duralight® surfaces of the InsideOut deep drawer units merge sturdiness with lightness in just 

6 mm of thickness. All the wall units in the collection feature an elegant Duralight® frame, while 

all the doors are made of lacquered wood. Teuco offers 8 trendy colours, but the customisation 

possibilities are endless: simply specify a Ral/Pantone reference at the time of order for a bespoke 

InsideOut unit in your chosen colour. InsideOut enhances both functionality and styling: 

all the deep drawer units are fitted with a soft closing mechanism and a built-in high quality 

shock absorber. The wall unit shelves are made of 10 mm thick clear glass.
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InsideOut

STORAGE UNITS

In this composition:

- 2 drawers side-by-side  W 1812 cm, H 362 cm, D 540 cm

- mirror W 1812 cm, H 774 cm

- 2 flush-fit wash basins from the Outline collection 

- Skidoo taps

The colour of the drawers is is Pantone 448 C green. 

The top and sides are in Duralight®.

All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised 

simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.
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In this composition:

- 2 overlaid drawers W 912 cm, H 518 cm, D 540 cm

- wall-mounted tall unit W 362 cm, H 1542 cm, 

 D 250 cm with two open areas

- mirror W 912 cm, H 774 cm

- 60 cm wash basin from the Wilmotte collection

- Leaf taps

The doors and drawers are matt lacquered white.

The top and sides of the drawers and tall unit are in Duralight®.

All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised 

simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.

InsideOut

STORAGE UNITS
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InsideOut

STORAGE UNITS

In this composition:

- 4 overlaid drawers W 1512 cm, H 518 cm, D 540 cm.

- 2 floor-standing tall units W 362 cm, H 2138 cm, D 250 cm; 

 one in the fully closed version and the other partly open

- mirror W 1512 cm, H 774 cm

- 2 semi-inset C-Size wash basins in Duralight® 

- Skidoo taps

The doors and drawers are matt lacquered white.

The top and sides are in Duralight®.

All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised 

simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.
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InsideOut

In the His & Hers composition:

- 2 overlaid drawers W 762 cm, H 646 cm, D 540 cm

- mirror W 762 cm, H 1030 cm

- sit-on wash basins from the Outline collection in Duralight®

- Skidoo taps

The drawers are available in Pantone 200 C cherry

and in Pantone 259 C purple. The top and sides are in Duralight®.

All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised

simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.
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The colour of the drawers, doors and of the side panel on the mirror is Pantone 3025 C blue. 

The top and sides are in Duralight®.

All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.

Night-time version of the composition:

- 2 drawers side-by-side on which 2 further side-by-side drawers are fitted, 

 asymmetrically; W 1812 cm, H 262 cm, D 540 cm

- floor-standing tall unit, resting on the unit, W 362 cm, H 1542 cm, D 250 cm

- mirror with side panel and LED perimeter light, W 1812 cm, H 1030 cm

- sit-on wash basin from the Paper collection in Duralight®

- Leaf taps

InsideOut
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The colour of the drawers, doors and of the side panel on the mirror is Pantone 3025 C blue. 

The top and sides are in Duralight®.

All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.

In this composition:

- 2 drawers side-by-side on which 2 further 

 side-by-side drawers are fitted, asymmetrically; W 1812 cm, H 262 cm, D 540 cm

- floor-standing tall unit, resting on the unit, W 362 cm, H 1542 cm, D 250 cm

- mirror with side panel and LED perimeter light, W 1812 cm, H 1030 cm

- sit-on wash basin from the Paper collection in Duralight®

- Leaf taps

InsideOut
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bathroom system
MODulArITy
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INSIDE OUT
CARLO COLOMBO DESIGN

BASE UNITS

1 drawer (depth 480 / 540)

2 overlaid drawers (depth 480 / 540)

2 drawers side-by-side (depth 480 / 540)

4 overlaid drawers (depth 480 / 540)

TOP AND SIDES IN DURALIGHT®

- Top without cut-out
- Top with incorporated Outline flush-fit wash basin
- Top with cut-out to be teamed with sit-on wash basins

please consult the relevant pages of the price list for combinations with the aforementioned base units

TALL UNITS

wall-mounted (depth 250)

floor-standing (depth 250)

MIRRORS

with side panel and LED perimeter light

plain mirror
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INSIDE OUT
CARLO COLOMBO DESIGN

BASE UNITS

1 drawer (depth 480 / 540)

2 overlaid drawers (depth 480 / 540)

2 drawers side-by-side (depth 480 / 540)

4 overlaid drawers (depth 480 / 540)

TOP AND SIDES IN DURALIGHT®

- Top without cut-out
- Top with incorporated Outline flush-fit wash basin
- Top with cut-out to be teamed with sit-on wash basins

please consult the relevant pages of the price list for combinations with the aforementioned base units

TALL UNITS

wall-mounted (depth 250)

floor-standing (depth 250)

MIRRORS

with side panel and LED perimeter light

plain mirror
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Teuco Duralight® bathtubs 

immediately catch the eye 

due to their unrivalled mixture 

of innovation and design. 

Thanks to the extensive range 

of shapes and sizes, these tubs 

can cater to your every need 

and blend in with any décor. 

Pick the ideal solution to meet 

your needs between Paper, 

Outline, Feel and View.

A revolutionary idea 
for total relaxation.

Duralight® bathtubs
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When performance excellence meets pure beguiling appeal: this is Duralight®, an acrylic-

based composite material, patented and produced entirely by Teuco.

 

Appealing to the eye and "silky" smooth to touch, it is also solid and resistant, with an unvarying 

long life. But, most of all, it is extremely pliable, to afford total freedom of design.

Duralight® is the ideal solution to accommodate the desire to turn the bathroom into a highly 

personalised setting, with products that blend in seamlessly with any décor, be it residential 

or commercial. 

 

Teuco's exclusive Unlimited service further allows you to sekect precision-engineered bespoke 

solutions, including out-of-square, creating them without restrictions on form and function,  

to make the customer's every desire come true.

Duralight® and unlimited
Innovation takes the shape of your desires.

Duralight® is an exclusive Teuco patent.® 
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cromoexperience

optional on all tub versions.

The stylish minimalist slits 

of the Hydroline whirlpool 

are illuminated with beams 

of coloured light. 

The bright colours of the rainbow 

thus allow you to enjoy 

moments of relaxation while 

re-discovering your inner self.

red

blue

orange

pink

yellow

purple

green

white

Teuco Duralight® bathtubs are extremely attractive thanks to the unrivalled combination of 

innovation and design. Thanks to Teuco’s versatile technology, Duralight® bathtubs are also the 

only Solid Surface bathtubs which can be fitted with well-being functions. 

Thus, appealing design is teamed with a focus on relaxation and fitness, while creativity is 

teamed with efficiency. Paper, the first bathtub featuring Hydroline, another exclusive Teuco 

patent, is the perfect example.

Stylish minimalist slits, designed by Giovanna Talocci, replace the classic nozzles, making 

Hydroline the first ever invisible whirlpool. 

Teuco bathtubs featuring Hydroline are to all intents and purposes the new benchmarks of the 

bathroom industry. Paper blends styling charm with functionality, while Outline, designed by 

Carlo Colombo, astounds you for its silhouette, which emphasises the beauty of irregularity.

When design celebrates relaxation.

Hydroline and cromoexperience
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glossy lacquered Duralight® panelling

pAnTOnE 116 c pAnTOnE 364 c

pAnTOnE 3025 c

pAnTOnE 468 c pAnTOnE 644 c

pAnTOnE 259 c

pAnTOnE 200 c

pAnTOnE 448 c

EVEn cOlOur Is cusTOMIsED.

Teuco affords maximum freedom  

of customisation. 

The bathtub panels are in fact available 

in three different shades of wood and 

in Duralight®, white or lacquered.

Pick your favourite among the different 

colours available or specify  

your chosen Ral/Pantone reference to 

apply the colour lacquer of your choice.

Wood finish panelling

limed oak

Anthracite oak

Wengè
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nuovo rendering

paper

TAlOccI DEsIgn

unlim
ite

d

dURALIGHT® BATHTUBS

The innovative originality of Talocci's design for the Paper bathtub 

with Hydroline was acknowledged by the Industrial Design Association  

in its prestigious publication, the ADI Design Index 2011. 

paper with Hydroline.   
Paper was the first Solid Surface material bathtub to be fitted with the Hydroline whirlpool. 

A world exclusive by Teuco, which teams high technology with the minimalist design

of Giovanna Talocci. Her flair for turning the nozzles into simple slits gives the tub great style, 

enhanced by the multi-sensory pleasure of Cromoexperience.

from 168x64 to 210x110 cm
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outline

cArlO cOlOMbO DEsIgn

unlim
ite

d

The Outline bathtub, designed by Carlo Colombo, 

has been awarded the prestigious German  

RED DOT DESIGN AWARD 2012 thanks to its 

charming irregular silhouette and its exclusive flush-fit nozzles.

dURALIGHT® BATHTUBS

The Outline rectangular bathtub enhances the beauty of irregularity 

with its asymmetrical edges: apparently casual flowing lines  

which recall moving water. Outline affords brand new feelings 

of well-being and relaxation thanks to the version with Hydroline, 

the first ever invisible whirlpool. 

from 178x79 to 200x80 cm
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feel

TAlOccI DEsIgn dURALIGHT® BATHTUBS

T10-T11 feel free-standing.    
An oval free-standing bathtub available in two versions, each with its own unmistakable personality, 

T10 and T11. Affording the charm of contemporary sculptures, capable of emphasising 

the amazing potential of the material, combining the elegant design by Talocci 

with the feeling of natural stone. In the photo: T11, a more compact version yet filled 

with charm, designed to fit in smaller settings.

T10: 190x120 cm / T11: 180x100 cm
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view

lEncI DEsIgn dURALIGHT® BATHTUBS

T21 view corner version.
A perfect blend of shapes and transparency:  

the seductive appeal of Duralight® merges 

with the glass that runs along the entire front 

of both the rectangular and corner versions.  

T20: 199x56x103 cm

T21: 141x141 cm
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Taking the time to relax and pamper 

yourself regularly has a series of very 

important positive effects 

on both body and mind. 

Available both with and without 

whirlpool, these acrylic  

bathtubs are highly modular 

to create your ideal interior décor.

There is 
nothing better.

bathtubs
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The whirlpool acts by producing jets of water mixed with air, which reach your tissues and 

trigger an alternating compression-decompression action. This makes for improved blood 

circulation, stimulating cellular metabolism and simple drainage of excess liquid. 

Leaving your skin smooth and relaxed. Muscles and mind can relax. 

Teuco's range of bathtubs allows you to choose your ideal massage thanks to four different 

types of whirlpool teamed with the effects of Cromoexperience.  

blower: a stream of air bubbles that float upwards towards the surface of the tub, creating an 

effect similar to “sparkling water”. 

basic: the traditional whirlpool enhanced by the simplicity of touch controls. 

Hydrosilence®: all the pleasure, which only Teuco can offer, of a unique, silent massage, 

whatever the intensity. 

Hydrosonic®: the most sophisticated and comprehensive version in the Teuco range. 

Ultrasound, teamed with the whirlpool, makes the massage penetrate beneath the skin, 

affecting your whole body, silently. This version is also available with the exclusive audio 

system with Acoustic Panel technology, which turns the bathtub into a sound diffuser. 

So you can listen to your favourite tunes, even underwater. 

A physical and mental experience.

configurations

blower

Hydrosilence®

basic

Hydrosonic®

cromoexperience

optional on all tub versions.

Choose your ideal massage.  

Teuco whirlpools

red orange yellow green

blue pink purple white
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seaside

TAlOccI DEsIgn BATHTUBS

T07 seaside. The first bathtub designed for the living room.   
Natural emotions with the bubbles created by the blower jets.

Mood lighting, a waterfall, soft cushions to rest and relax on. 

215x200 cm
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seaside

TAlOccI DEsIgn BATHTUBS

T08 seaside. A sea of pleasure for the bathroom.     
Stylish design, maximum versatility of well-being functions,  

water blade and concealed taps.

The cushion is also available in white.

190x150 cm
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sorgente

lEncI DEsIgn BATHTUBS

A multi-sensory experience, which you can share. It can be used like a traditional bath 

or always full and ready for use, just like a swimming pool. It is fitted with an exclusive 

water filling system. The temperature, selected on the practical display, is kept constant 

thanks to the balance tank. The S02 model features the automatic water treatment 

and Teuco's commissioning service is included in the price. The covering can be 

customised, even with materials which are not included in the catalogue.

240x158 cm
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nauha

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn BATHTUBS

A soft and sinuous movement, inspired by the harmony  

of natural shapes, adds sensual appeal and expressive force 

to this acrylic bathtub. Its soft and harmonious shapes endow 

it with a charming style, filled with romantic suggestions.

170x75 cm
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kinea wilmotte

BATHTUBS

The modern and essential design immediately conveys 

Teuco's values of reliability and durability. 

The chromed plaque is the distinguishing trait of this collection.

160x70 cm / 170x70 cm / 170x75 cm / 180x80 cm / 190x90 cm

Soft and sensual silhouettes, inspired by the sinuous 

flowing of water, enveloping your body in a relaxing embrace. 

A bathtub featuring an harmonious design, inspired by nature.

Also available with a hinged shower screen.

170x70 cm / 170x75 cm / 180x80 cm
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AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn

TAlOccI DEsIgn

FrOgDEsIgn

nearia

armonya 
170x70-80 cm / 180x80-90 cm

thimea

170x70-84.5 cm / 180x77-93 cm

BATHTUBS

It stands out for its elegant design and the asymmetrical shape of the bathtub rim. 

It can be embellished with a stylish shaped glass or Duralight® top. 

To blend in seamlessly with the bathroom décor, 

panels in several wood finishes and colours are available.

In the photo: version with wood finish panels in anthracite oak and glass top.

180x90 cm / 190x90 cm
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noovalis

FrOgDEsIgn

naos

TAlOccI DEsIgn BATHTUBS

A welcoming free-standing bathtub with a soft silhouette. 

The grey double backrest is supplied as standard.

190x90 cm

Suitable for two. 

Taps concealed beneath the covered hatch  

available in several wood finishes.

Ø 170 cm
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lEncI-TAlOccI DEsIgn

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn

aveness

FrOgDEsIgn

266 
156x156 cm

coralya

140x140 cm

BATHTUBS

Rounded shapes and perfect ergonomic design  

emphasised by a comfortable built-in seat.

150x150 cm
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The first ever company to bring  

steam into a shower enclosure  

thanks to electronics, Teuco's know-how

is constantly being honed. The research 

performed by Teuco has led to several 

different systems designed to suit all settings.

The power rating, which in the panels 

is available between 2.9 and 5.8 kW, 

makes it possible to ensure an optimal  

temperature (of between 45 and 50 °C) at all 

times and a large quantity of steam (100%).

But that's not all. Teuco also offers Pasha,  

a steam room which can be configured  

in any size, thanks to the possibility  

of managing power ratings of up to 36 kW. 

Pasha allows you to have 

a genuine spa in your own home. 

Thanks to the air recirculation system,  

a fan extracts the warm air and releases 

it continuously in a downwards direction: 

this ensures that the temperature remains 

uniform throughout the entire treatment.

Steam that envelops your  
dreams with well-being.

steam system 
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3.

12.

4.

pasha

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn

11.

3. Touch control panel 
 available with display to set: 
 auto-on, temperature, operating 
 time, home automation control. 
 In addition, a wide array of  
 customisations for the display menu 

4. Basic control panel

5. Steam outlet
 with herbal essences dispenser

6. 650 mm wide door

7. 450 mm wide glazing

8. 900 mm wide glazing

9. Rectangular wall-mounted wash basin

10. Individual seat

11. Thermostatic mixer 
 with flow diverter 

12. Central shower head 

The duralight® wash basins 

and seats make for a fully 

matching environment.

1. Cromoexperience 
 with Bluetooth audio (optional):
 chromotherapy and RGB LED technology 
 with 4 automatic programmes, 
 9 fixed colours and white light, 
 built-in audio system 
 with high quality loudspeakers 
 designed for “marine use” and 
 Hi-FI stereo amplification

2. Recirculation

Wash basins

seats

STEAM SySTEM 

Designed to allow you to create a unique, personal and customisable space 

in your own home, dedicated to your physical and mental well-being.

Its power rating, which varies between 2.5 and 36 kW, makes it possible to ensure  

an optimal temperature at all times and a large quantity of steam. 

Pasha is completely configurable, in terms of space and size, as well as optionals. 

Teuco offers several interior configuration versions as well as a complete wall kit 

to ensure Pasha accommodates its buyer's dreams as much as possible.
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pasha

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn STEAM SySTEM 

Example of a Pasha for a large setting: 

200x160 cm. Duralight® tiles have been used 

for the internal and external coverings.
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pashapasha

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn

Configuration example 

for a small setting: 120x90 cm

STEAM SySTEM 

Example of a Pasha for a medium-sized setting: 140x120 cm.

Configuration with RGB LED technology Cromoexperience 

with 4 automatic programmes, 9 fixed colours and white light.
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pasha

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn STEAM SySTEM 

For the small and medium-sized Pasha, 

Teuco offers you a stylish and functional solution. 

In fact, you can use the Light equipped shower panel 

which incorporates a boiler, the air recirculation system, 

taps and three sections of massaging water.

An extrA iDeA!
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A sHOWEr pAnEl, 

A gEnuInE TurKIsH bATH.

The Light shower panel was designed 

to match the Light shower enclosure, 

but it also fits in perfectly with 

the Pasha and Chapeau! and all 

domestic spa projects, thanks to the 

steam outlet and to the built-in taps. 

A genuine object of well-being, 

it stands out for its pure shapes 

thanks to the use of Duralight®. 

The exclusive shower panel is brimming  

with attractive details, teamed with  

its seductive texture: from the 

3 sections of massaging water 

consisting of small holes

in the panel itself, through 

to the backlit touch controls. 

Available with different power ratings, 

which vary between 2.9 and 5.8 kW, 

the Light shower panel ensures

an optimal temperature  

(of between 45 and 50 °C) at all times

and a large quantity of steam. 

In addition, thanks to the air 

recirculation system, 

a fan extracts the warm air

and releases it continuously 

in a downwards direction: 

this ensures that the temperature 

remains uniform throughout the entire 

treatment for a genuine beauty ritual.

Available in both the built-in recessed 

and against the wall versions.

light shower panel

STEAM SySTEM 
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p546p548s

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn STEAM SySTEM 

The P546 shower panel is also available 

in the version with Turkish bath (P546S)

and in the version with bathtub outlet spout (P547).

P546: 160x20.5 cm

P546S: 194x20.5 cm

P547: 160x21 cm

Shower panel with steam outlet designed to be teamed 

with Chapeau! for an enjoyable, relaxing  

and beneficial ritual for both body and mind. 

Also available without the steam outlet (P548).

P548: 160x20.5 cm

P548S: 190x20.5 cm
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Relaxing is a pleasure with Teuco 

showers. Comfortable, functional  

and featuring truly appealing styling,  

they feature the most sophisticated 

technology to ensure a practical 

and immediate use of steam, 

an ancient, natural source 

of well-being. 

You can create a bespoke enclosure  

to suit your needs, adapting the shape 

and size to the available space and 

matching trays, shower doors and 

equipped shower panels to your liking.

New forms
of everyday pleasure.

showers
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light
unlim

ite
d

THE FIrsT sHOWEr EnclOsurE 

WITH A prEcIsIOn-EngInEErED 

bEspOKE TurKIsH bATH sysTEM.

 

The Light shower enclosure, designed 

by Fabio Lenci, appeals for its lightness, 

pure shapes and modularity, thanks 

to the use of Duralight® and glass.

Light teams the functionality of a shower 

enclosure and sliding door with the comfort 

of a cabin. The roof creates a protective effect 

which retains all the steam inside the enclosure: 

designed to adapt to irregular walls, it looks 

as if it is suspended in mid-air thanks to the 

concealed fastening and it is equipped with 

micro holes for a truly enjoyable "rain" effect.  

The Duralight® panels feature attractive details: 

from the three sections of massaging water 

consisting of small holes, through to the backlit 

touch controls, as well as the innovative 

Oyster Technology Acoustic Panel

in the Bluetooth version.

The exclusive Unlimited service also allows 

you to create your own precision-engineered 

bespoke Light enclosure.

120x80 cm / 120x90 cm / 120x100 cm

140x80 cm / 140x90 cm / 140x100 cm

160x90 cm / 160x100 cm

SHOWERS
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light
unlim

ite
d

lEncI DEsIgn

light
unlim

ite
d

SHOWERS

Night-time version of Light with LED perimeter lighting turned on. 

The Cromoexperience function is also available with LED lighting 

from the central shower head. Light is the first shower enclosure 

that can be customised with a precision-engineered bespoke solution. 

120x80 cm / 120x90 cm / 120x100 cm

140x80 cm / 140x90 cm / 140x100 cm / 160x90 cm / 160x100 cm

Light teams the functionality of a shower enclosure and sliding door with the comfort of a cabin.  

The roof creates a protective effect which retains all the steam inside the enclosure and it is designed to 

adapt to irregular walls. The styling effect is that of a roof suspended in mid-air, thanks to the concealed 

fastening, and it is equipped with micro holes for a truly enjoyable "rain" effect.

Light is the first shower enclosure with a Turkish bath system for a precision-engineered bespoke solution.

120x80 cm / 120x90 cm / 120x100 cm

140x80 cm / 140x90 cm / 140x100 cm / 160x90 cm / 160x100 cm
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chapeau!

THE lOOK OF A sHOWEr EnclOsurE, 

THE WEll-bEIng OF A cAbIn.

 

The first ever shower not to force you  

to choose between styling and comfort: 

no heat is lost, and the steam 

stays inside the enclosure.  

It adapts to any requirements 

owing to its extreme modularity. 

You can pick your Chapeau! 

and decide to use the shower 

tray or not, and to equip it  

with standard taps or instead 

with the equipped shower panel.  

For those who like to indulge 

in a Turkish bath, Chapeau! 

can be accessorised with the panel 

with a built-in sauna  for an enjoyable,

relaxing  and beneficial ritual.  

Available in versions with 

sliding door and with hinged door.

SHOWERS
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chapeau!

SHOWERS

sliding door.    
A door featured in no 

other closed shower enclosure. 

It is a Teuco exclusive.

100x75 cm / 100x80 cm / 120x80 cm

120x90 cm / 140x80 cm / 140x90 cm
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chapeau!chapeau!

AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn SHOWERS

recessed with hinged door.   

100x75 cm / 100x80 cm / 120x80 cm

120x90 cm / 140x80 cm / 140x90 cm

Hinged door.   
In the photo, example of Chapeau! 

with hinged door fitted without a shower tray.

100x75 cm / 100x80 cm / 120x80 cm

120x90 cm / 140x80 cm / 140x90 cm
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OpEn TO All sOluTIOns.

Three different solutions to close  

your shower: Endless, Clap, 

and Moving, all designed to match 

the Wilmotte, Perspective, Paper 

and Outline shower tray lines. 

The glazing fitted on these four  

lines varies from 6 to 8 mm in thickness 

and is treated with the exclusive  

Clean Glass system to prevent  

any limescale deposits.

shower doors

SHOWERS
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endless
unlim

ite
d

SHOWERS

Fixed glass panel.
Shower door designed to accommodate all dimensional 

requirements between 80x90 and 200x120 cm. 

The length and width of the wall panels vary depending 

on your requirements to allow all your dreams to come true.   
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endless 
sliding door 

from 80x90 cm to 200x120 cm

endless 
Fixed glass panel 

from 80x90 cm to 200x120 cm

endless 
Hinged door 
from 80x90 cm to 200x120 cm

SHOWERS
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clap
CORNER 
VERSION

CURVEd CORNER 
VERSION

RECESSEd 
VERSION

SHOWERS

Hinged door corner version.
They are modular and are also available 

in the recessed and curved corner versions. 
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moving
CORNER 
VERSION

RECESSEd 
VERSION

SHOWERS

sliding door. 
Can be modulated to your requirements. 

Available in the recessed and corner versions.
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A bAsE FOr EVEry prOjEcT.

Available in the Wilmotte, Perspective, 

Paper and Outline lines,  

Teuco shower trays are designed  

in acrylic and in Duralight® and they 

fit in easily with any bathroom décor.

shower trays

SHOWERS
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perspective

j.M. WIlMOTTE DEsIgn

wilmotte Available in square, rectangular and curved corner shapes, 

all with the exclusive finished floor installation technology.    

80x80 cm / 90x90 cm / 90x90 cm corner

90x75 cm / 100x75 cm / 120x75 cm / 120x90 cm

140x75 cm / 140x90 cm / 160x75 cm / 160x90 cm 

100x70 cm / 100x80 cm / 120x70 cm / 120x80 cm

SHOWERS

Available both floor-flush and above the floor, they are also available 

with the SpeedOut drain, which guarantees high flow rates. 

Go to the Collections section to see it with matching fixtures.  

80x80 cm / 90x90 cm / 90x70 cm / 100x70 cm 

100x80 cm / 120x70 cm / 120x80 cm / 120x90 cm

140x70 cm / 140x80 cm / 140x90 cm / 160x70 cm

160x80 cm / 160x90 cm
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outline

cArlO cOlOMbO DEsIgn

unlim
ite

d

TAlOccI DEsIgn

paper
unlim

ite
d

The shower tray features a brand new design, 

an original solution to cover the drain 

and the exclusive finished floor installation technology. 

from 100x70 to 200x100 cm

SHOWERS

The Paper shower tray 

is another impeccable product 

which matches the rest of the collection perfectly  

and offers the exclusive finished floor 

installation technology.  

from 85x70 to 200x100 cm
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THE bEAuTy OF FEElIng gOOD.

Teuco showers are a perfect blend 

of beauty-care and pure well-being. 

Cromoexperience and aromatherapy 

will win over your senses.

Truly relaxing in every sense: 

silicone-free installation, 

no water leaks and full recyclability 

at the end of its useful life span.

shower cabins

SHOWERS
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next+

gIOAccHInI DEsIgn

156 next+

90x90 cm 

157 next+

112x66.5-80 cm

SHOWERS

155 next+ 
Wide glass wall panels, 

no posts and transparent seals. 

For those who like crystal-clear beauty.   

95x95 cm
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The essential lines and geometries 

that distinguish Teuco designs can also 

be found in the harmonious shapes 

of the marble wash basins and in the 

highly modular nature of the 

in Duralight® wash basins,. which adapt 

perfectly to all spaces and settings.

Wash basins, fixtures full 
of character.

special wash basins



milestone
CARLO COLOMBO DESIGN
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WASH BASINS
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milestone

MIlEsTOnE. 

sHApE AnD MATErIAl 

In pErFEcT HArMOny.

The gracious shapes of Milestone, 

the pedestal wash basin designed 

by Carlo Colombo, recall  

a contemporary sculpture. 

An object which is truly one of a kind, 

ensuring that the bathroom plays 

the starring role of the domestic habitat.

A distinguishing trait lies 

in the monolithic pedestal  

topped with a horizontal plane  

which enhances the styling 

of the materials. 

The project revolves around marble, 

a traditional material par excellence.

72x54x85 cm 

SPECIAL  WASH BASINS 



c-size
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WASH BASINS
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c-sIzE.

sIlHOuETTEs THAT EnVElOp 

WATEr lIKE A sOFT EMbrAcE.  

Available in both the sit-on 

or semi-inset versions to guarantee 

a broad range of configurations. 

They can be placed on  

Duralight® or wooden vanity tops 

in a wide variety of sizes. 

59x45 cm

Vanity tops from 80 cm to 220 cm

 

SPECIAL  WASH BASINS 

Limed oak

Anthracite oak

Wengè
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Teuco combi units generously 

cater to the needs of children, 

adults and the elderly. 

Everyone can enjoy them 

as either a bathtub or a shower  

as they are easy, safe and comfortable 

to use, thanks to painstakingly 

studied ergonomics.

Available in several sizes 

and configurations, they are easy 

to install in any space. 

The styling is always in the forefront: 

even the panelling can be customised.

The best, for all.

combi units
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ADVAnTAgEs.

Practicality and safety guaranteed  

by the comfortable seats,  

the easy access  

and the ergonomic design. 

The handle with a mechanical 

latch prevents the door from 

being opened accidentally.  

COMBI UNITS
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383

lEncI DEsIgn COMBI UNITS

An ergonomic and comfortable bathtub, thanks also 

to the easy access through the convenient full-height door, 

it can also be equipped with Hydrosilence® to enjoy some 

well-deserved rest and relaxation at any time. Built-in seat. 

In the photo: 383 with limed oak wood finish panels.

173x117 cm
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382-384
385

lEncI DEsIgn

Removable seat.

Full-height door

COMBI UNITS

Shower or bathtub? Better have both, thanks to the surprising combi units in smaller sizes, 

adaptable to any setting. Fitted with a sturdy handle with a mechanical latch to prevent the door 

from being opened accidentally, the door leads to a comfortable shower area. The removable seat 

transforms this convenient bathtub, available with whirlpool, depending on your requirements: 

a genuine oasis of relaxation. The styling is truly appealing, with the utmost attention to detail 

and the choice between several different wood finish panels or fully covered to your liking.

382: 160x70 cm / 384: 170x70 cm / 385: 180x80 cm  
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armonya

lEncI DEsIgn COMBI UNITS

Clean-cut and elegant design owing to the single  

curved panel and the total transparency of glass. 

Headrest and roomy interior for exclusive comfort. 

Rain spray shower head   

170x70-80 cm
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Teuco's equipped shower panels 

and taps are designed 

to enhance the style and elegance  

of any bathroom. 

Excellent quality is always teamed 

with functional and modern design, 

capable of adding value to water.

The importance of details.

equipped shower panels
and taps
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AngElETTI-ruzzA DEsIgn

skidoo

cArlO cOlOMbO DEsIgn 182 | 183

Totem effect shower panel from the Leaf collection 

designed by angeletti-ruzza design. 

Designed to match all the available shower tray 

and shower door ranges.

EQUIPPEd SHOWER PANELS ANd TAPS

An unmistakably elegant design makes 

the totem effect shower panel  

in the collection designed by Carlo Colombo truly unique.
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skidoo

cArlO cOlOMbO DEsIgn EQUIPPEd SHOWER PANELS ANd TAPS

The photos show some significant examples 

of the mixer taps and taps for wash basins, 

bathtubs and bidets also available in the built-in 

recessed version. The complete range is much more 

extensive, and offers solutions suited 

to all your furnishing requirements.

3 hole tap set

WAsH bAsIn

single-lever mixer tap 

bIDET

single-lever mixer tap 

bATHTub

rim-mounted 4 hole bath tap set 
with hand shower

You will find all the metropolitan charm of the Big Apple in the new shapes 

of the Skidoo tap collection, designed by Carlo Colombo. 

Its alluring, articulated and comprehensive design 

blends in seamlessly with all Teuco collections.

In the photo: single-lever built-in wall recessed bath tap set with hand shower.
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leaf

EQUIPPEd SHOWER PANELS ANd TAPS

single-lever mixer tap for countertop 
+ up&down drain system

WAsH bAsIn

3 hole tap set

bIDET

single-lever mixer tap 

bATHTub

single-lever built-in wall recessed  
bath tap set with hand shower

The photos show some representative models 

of the essential elegance of this collection. 

The complete range includes different types of mixers 

to accommodate the most demanding needs.

The Leaf taps are designed to blend in with

any bathroom décor and match all

Teuco collections to perfection. 
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